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The SEO consulting services that will keep your business and your Internet marketing going strong
in the online market today is a comprehensive service. Search engine optimization, as relates to the
market and the customer of today, includes many disciplines that were not included under that
umbrella before.

Search engine optimization done properly includes social media marketing. First of all, the biggest
player in the game, Google, is trying its best to incorporate its social media platform, Google plus,
into its search engine results. The justification for this, according to them at least, resides in the fact
that people will want to see search results that have been vetted by their inner circle, just as they
would ask a friend or recommendation in real life.

As Google goes, so goes the world of the Internet. Under the radar, Facebook is doing its best to
attach itself exclusively to a major search engine that is not Google. In of itself, Facebook and the
social media networks like it are giving businesses a brand-new outlet for advertising themselves as
well.

Even though Google and Facebook are mortal enemies on the surface, Google cannot realistically
discount the effect that Facebook and other social media networks have had on search engine
results. Many insiders have actually hypothesize that Google set up its social media network
because of the fact that it could not discount Facebook results from its search engine results.

You will find that the higher a page or an advertisement ranks on Facebook, the higher that it ranks
on Google as well. This is because the search engine algorithm that has taken hold today relies
greatly on social media presence as an indicator of a webpage or an advertisement that holds great
value to the consumer that is targeting. Social media does a better job of targeting consumers and
placing the correct ads in front of them than a search engine will ever do, and Google definitely
noticed this when it came to the customer conversion rates that Facebook produced.

As a result of this back and forth, search engine optimization and social media marketing now share
a similar objective when it comes to providing value for the customer. Any good SEO consulting
services should recognize this and take into account fully what this means for businesses and
advertising around the world.

SEO consulting services that provide services that businesses want give credence to both methods
of targeting a customer â€“ search engine optimization and social media marketing. The best SEO
consulting services that exist on the market today are able to find a certain kind of synergy between
the two efforts. They are able to combine the increased customer conversion of social media
marketing with the advantageous outreach and impressions provided by search engine optimization.
Any successful online marketing campaign will be a marriage of the two disciplines.

There is also the notion of boutique search engines and social media platforms to discuss. Many of
the smaller search engine companies and social media platforms are limited to a particular industry.
They are not relevant when it comes to the consumer per se, but they are extremely relevant when
it comes to a business and targeted customers which seek out that industry. It is good to be known
as an expert within these communities, as a highly recognizable in to see within the boutique search
engine, and as a popular and familiar face within the boutique social media framework.

Any SEO consulting services that can accomplish this for business have truly reached the heights of
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Internet marketing for the market of today.
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